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Abstract
The grid connection transformer is one of the most expensive components of
a wind farm development. If a transformer is under-utilised, this indicates
that the initial capital outlay on the transformer was excessive. Overloading
can lead to accelerated aging and increased losses.
This project will investigate whether it is possible, by understanding the
load profiles and stress conditions in a wind farm environment, to overload
a transformer above its nameplate rating, thus reducing the capital outlay
costs in developing a wind farm.
The paper will investigate a specific wind farm overloading scenario and
examine whether it is feasible, and financially viable, to overload the
transformer beyond its nameplate rating.
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1 Introduction
Renewable energy is becoming more and more important worldwide, due to
the effect of fossil fuels on greenhouse gas emissions, as well as the
likelihood that the reserves of major fossil fuel supplies, such as oil and
natural gas, will run out within the current century.
The main contributor to renewable energy in Ireland at present is Wind
Energy. According to Eirgrid [1] there are approximately 1100MW installed in
the country with a further 1400MW contracted for connection within the
next number of years.
An important consideration of renewable energy technologies, which
impacts their ability to compete with fossil fuel based power generation, is
their cost. It is imperative that costs are kept to a minimum in order for
these new methods of power generation to compete with and supersede
fossil fuel based generation.
The grid connection transformer is one of the most expensive components of
a wind farm electrical system. Correct rating of the transformer is critical in
terms of achieving the required performance and lifetime of the
transformer while minimising the capital costs. Overloading can lead to
accelerated aging and increased losses. While under-utilisation indicates
that the transformer was not suitably chosen for the load profile, resulting
in excessive capital spending.
Power transformers load ratings are known as their nameplate value.
However, the loading capacity can be significantly higher than the
nameplate capacity. The aim of this research is to investigate whether it is
possible, by understanding the load profiles and stress conditions under
certain loads, to overload a transformer above its nameplate rating without
affecting the transformer lifetime. It is important to understand the impact
of overloading and the conditions in which it is possible to do so.
This research will be of interest to the wind farm industry due to its
potential cost savings in the following contexts:
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•

The initial capital cost of the transformer can be reduced by buying a
smaller transformer and overloading it.

•

Based on the research it may be found that existing wind farm sites
have spare capacity in the existing electrical system, thus increasing
return on investment for wind farm operators.

The main factor that contributes to transformer degradation is overheating.
In a wind farm environment the transformer is working hardest at times
when the wind is blowing the strongest, such as in the winter months.
Increased wind speeds and lower ambient temperatures in the winter
months result in better transformer cooling, at the time that the
transformer needs it most. This project will examine the power
transformers operating conditions in a wind farm context, taking into
account the load profile and ambient conditions of a wind farm site.
The specific research question that will be asked is:
Is it possible in a wind farm environment, under certain conditions and for
certain periods of time, to overload a transformer beyond its nameplate
rating?
Finally, based on the research findings, the thesis will examine a specific
overloading situation, and make a recommendation as to the viability of
utilising the existing transformers for larger loads in the future.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
The study of power transformers and the desire to achieve an accurate
rating system for transmission and distribution transformers has a long
history, with a great deal of research and papers dealing with the matter
since the early 1920s. However it is a complex subject and efforts are still
ongoing to achieve practical loading guides for transformers.
Khederzadeh (2008) [2] states that failure of power transformers is among
the more frequent causes of long interruptions in power supplies with
serious effects on system reliability, as well as costing the operators a lot of
lost income. Thus it is essential to closely monitor the equipment to enable
early detection of an imminent fault. It is believed that the load induced
temperature of the hottest-spot gives the most information on the loss of
life of equipment, as thermal stress is considered the most important factor
affecting the life of liquid immersed transformers [3].

2.2 Transformer Temperature Considerations
As the relationship between transformer aging rate and operating
temperatures is well known, the operating temperature of the transformer
is a major consideration for a transformer user. Lahoti et al (1981) [4] shows
that the basic factor that limits the transformer load capabilities is the
temperature of the winding and insulation.

2.3 Transformer Rating
It is generally understood that the nameplate rating is a benchmark rating,
but that the actual conditions in which a transformer operates do not match
the steady, standard operations on which the standard ratings are based [5].
O'Grady [6] shows that by using accepted formulas and international
standards, in particular cases, loads exceeding rated values may be
sustained. [7] performed a series of heat run tests which showed that a
transformer was operating safely well in excess of its nameplate rating.
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2.4 Thermal Overload Capabilities
The transformer overload conditions are governed by the ambient
temperature and hottest spot temperature (HST) in the winding [4] . The
reality is that, due to its insulating oil, a power transformer has a significant
thermal capacity that makes it possible to overload it for short periods
beyond the continuous nameplate rated value [8].
The heat dissipation from a transformer is affected by external conditions
such as ambient temperatures, prevailing wind velocity and direction, and
solar heating [5].
Nichols [9] outlines the fact that under average loads and ambient
temperatures, a transformer rated for a temperature rise of 55 degrees C,
has a very long life, and can be overloaded considerably for short periods
with little loss in life.

2.5 Load Profiles
Montsinger [10] discusses the effects of different shapes of system load
factors on the aging of the insulation. This paper estimates that a normal
power transformer can be overloaded by 3% for every 10% that the system
load factor is below 10%. Jardini et al [11] use measured or estimated daily
load profiles to determine a transformers loss of life.

2.6 Measurement and Modelling of the Hottest Spot
Temperature
Many papers, such as [11], [12], [13], [14] investigate methods of measuring
and modelling the windings hottest spot temperature (HST). Direct
measurement of the winding HST is best done using an optic-fibre based
measurement station. This is a difficult measurement to implement and can
be quite expensive [15]. Various methods of predicting the temperature of a
transformer are written about in [16], [14] and [6]. A comparison of
measurement and calculated methods for HST is undertaken in jardini [11].
This concludes that correlation is satisfactory but could be improved upon.
Fu [17] develops a systematic method of computing the risk of transformer
loading capability, using monte-carlo techniques.
11

McNutt [18] uses models structures that were representative of transformers
tested at elevated hot spot temperatures to simulate operation at
overloads.

2.7 Economic Considerations
Of course one of the primary motivations behind this study is to investigate
whether or not there is a financial case to be made for the overloading of
transformers in wind farm environments. Lahoti [4] shows that overloading
of transformers above their nameplate rating can be influenced by
economical considerations. It shows that it can be preferable and more cost
effective to overload a transformer, when additional revenue outweighs the
resulting loss of life consideration. Schlabbach [19] outlines the cost
benefits of using solar shields to reduce the thermal effect on transformers.
Power transformers are costly and critical components for the power
generation industry, so there is an onus on these power providers to manage
and extend the life of their power transformers. Successful life management
can have substantial economic benefits for transformer owners. [20]

2.8 Conclusion
It is clear from the available literature that there is scope for overloading of
transformers beyond their rated loads. It is also clear that ambient
temperature is a significant factor in the rating of a transformer. Simonson
[8] concludes that improvements in ratings can be achieved by, among other
things, better understanding and characterization of transformer thermal
performance through computer modelling. This paper also states that by
understanding the aging processes of transformer components, and the
effects that ageing may have on the ability of the transformer to carry
loads, an optimised use of the loading capability and transformer life may
be obtained.
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3 Transformer Analysis
3.1 Transformer Overloading
Power transformers generally have an in-built margin for overloading. The
rating capacity is essentially the load level at which the internal
temperatures will be less than those prescribed by industry standards such
as the IEEE and IEC. There is a risk and accelerated aging associated with
the application of loads exceeding the nameplate rating. These risks are
outlined in the IEEE [21] and IEC [22] guides and can be summarised as:
•

There is a risk of a reduction in dielectric strength due to the release
of gas bubbles in regions of high electrical stress, especially during
short term transformer failures
o The occurrence of bubbling is closely related to the winding
hot-spot temperature and the moisture content of the
insulating paper.

•

For long-duration overloads, the main consequence is the thermal
aging of the solid insulation.

•

During overload some components such as LTC contacts and bushing
connections may develop high temperatures leading to thermal
runaway.

3.2 Loading Guides
Initially transformers were typically limited to their nameplate rating. The
conditions that the nameplate ratings were based on were as follows:
•

operating at 40⁰C

•

continuous rated load

•

Resistance temperature rise of 55⁰C

•

Hot Spot Temperature increase of 10⁰C

However as these conditions were not in practice being met at all times, the
transformer would be underutilised.
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In the 1920’s the idea of adjusting a transformers rating depending on the
operating conditions was first investigated. Papers such as [10] presented
methods to load transformers according to their operating temperature. The
ideas presented in this paper, and similar works, are still relevant today and
are quite similar to current loading guides. The major difference in the past
80 years has been the introduction of a hot-spot factor.
Overloading guides such as [23] incorporated ambient temperature, load
factor and life expectancy. Emergency overloading following this guide
allowed for up to 200% nameplate load for 1 hour. As noted by [24] a
significant error was introduced in the application of this model due to the
absence of equations. Calculations were instead based on tables and graphs.
Also these guides introduced errors because of the assumed linear
relationship between overloading and changes in ambient or load factor.
The British Standards Institute published their ‘Guide to Loading of
Transformers’, BSI (1959), which was similar to [23] and indeed is similar to
current loading guides.
The IEC issued their guide to transformer loading; IEC-354 [22] in 1972. This
standard was subsequently updated in 1987 and 1991. IEEE’s equivalent
standard is ‘Guide for Loading Mineral-Oil-Immersed Transformers’ (C57.91),
IEEE (1995). [21]
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3.3 Transformer Degradation
Transformer insulation is affected by temperature and aging. Losses in the
transformer cause heat which must be transferred to the transformer oil by
convection and from the oil to the atmosphere via a heat exchanger. The
winding copper holds its mechanical strength up to several hundred degrees
Celsius and the transformer oil maintains its integrity below 140⁰C, the
paper insulation degrades at temperatures exceeding 90⁰C. Also the
moisture content, acidity and oxygen content of the oil have a significantly
detrimental effect on insulation life. Therefore, the loading capacity of a
transformer is defined in terms of its hot spot temperature and the thermal
aging of its insulation [3].
Bérubé at al [25] explain that the temperature of the solid insulation is the
main factor of transformer aging. Over time and temperature the cellulose
insulation goes through a depolymerisation process.
“As the cellulose chain gets shorter the mechanical properties of paper
such as tensile strength and elasticity degrades. Eventually the paper
becomes brittle and is not capable of withstanding short circuit forces and
even normal vibrations that are part of transformer life. This situation
characterises the end of life of the solid insulation. Since it is not
reversible, it also defines the transformer end of life.”
The figure below shows the sensitivity of paper to temperature. Modern
transformers will typically use thermally upgraded paper which has a rated
hot spot temperature of 110⁰C. While older transformers were likely to use
the normal Kraft paper, with a hot spot temperature of between 95⁰C and
97⁰C (the IEEE and the IEC have slightly different values).
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Figure 1: Effect of Temperature on paper aging rate; [25]

As can be seen from the figure the Kraft paper is very sensitive to
temperature and in an emergency overloading situation where the hot spot
temperature reaches 140⁰C, the aging acceleration factor is 100, which
means that an hour spent at this temperature is equivalent to 100 hours at
the rated temperature. Even the newer thermally upgraded paper is very
sensitive and an increase of 7⁰C doubles the aging acceleration factor.

Figure 2: Aging acceleration factor (relative to 110 °C); [21]
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3.3.1 Bubbling
Bubbling is another aging effect of transformers, where, at heightened
temperatures water vapour bubbles escape from the insulation and either
move with the oil flow or get trapped in the winding causing insulation
breakdown [25].
3.3.2 Degree of Polymerisation
An oil analysis and dissolved gas analysis (DGA) give an estimation of the
amount of life that has been ‘used’ thus far. The degree of polymerisation
(DP) is another indicator of the condition of the insulation. According to ABB
(2008) [26]:
The DP is the average number of glucose monomers of the cellulose
molecule. It is related to the mechanical strength of the insulation paper
and its decline is hence a measure of the paper degradation. The DP value
at the winding hot spot location can be estimated if the temperature,
deduced from the designed temperature profile and service data, is know
together with data from oil analysis and DGA.

Figure 3: Dependency of tensile strength of DP of paper from different transformers; [27]
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The tensile strength of transformer insulation continually decreases as the
transformer ages. The correlation of tensile strength and DP from
experiments reported in [27] is shown in the above figure.
The results show that the tensile strength begins to rapidly decrease to
below 50% of its initial value when DP is lowered to around 300. As outlined
in [28] the value for normal reliability of operation in Europe is up to DP 200
at the weakest point of the paper, while the value in the USA is DP 250, and
in Japan 50% reduction of the initial tensile strength (around DP 300). The
differences in the different jurisdictions arise from the need for a higher or
lower reliability of the uninterrupted operation of transformers as well as
various safety principles of transformer construction, the frequency and
type of dynamic mechanical loadings. Climactic conditions such as the low
risk of earthquakes in Europe compared to the USA and Japan allow for
relatively undisturbed transformer operation in Europe, with a generally
expected lifetime of 40 years. The fact that over half of the world’s
transformers are now over 30 years old [28] indicates that the expected life
time of 40 years appears to be a good estimation.
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4 Thermal Modelling and Measurement
4.1 Modelling Overview
Thermal modelling is considered one of the most important aspects for
monitoring of the power transformer operation conditions [29].
Predicted values of top oil temperature and hot-spot temperature can give
the operator an overview of the transformer operating conditions and
highlight any potential problems, thus reducing the likelihood of serious
malfunctions caused by operating out of the equipments safe region.
One of the critical factors in determining the lifetime of a transformer is the
hot-spot temperature. Measurement of the hot-spot temperature is
notoriously difficult because it is often located inside the windings and
under the insulation. Thus it is desirable to have accurate thermal models
which can predict the hot-spot temperature and other factors, leading to an
accurate assessment of the potential lifetime of the transformer.
There are a number of models used for calculation of the relevant
transformer temperatures. As outlined by Jardini [11] the IEEE standard
C57.91-1995/2000 [21] is most commonly used. In this model the
transformer thermal operation is represented by a first-order differential
equation. In the G Annex of the IEEE standard the top-oil temperature and
the hot-spot temperature are calculated from the characteristic data of the
transformer.
The basic thermal model, as in the IEC-354 [22] and IEEE C57.91 [21], uses
thermal properties such as the top-oil rise, the bottom-oil rise and average
winding temperature. These parameters are found by performing heat run
tests at full load on the transformer and taking measurements at steady
state conditions. The relationship between the thermal parameters can be
seen on the following diagram:
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Figure 4 : Thermal Diagram of Transformer Winding; [3]

As outlined in [24] this thermal model incorporates a number of
assumptions:
•

The average oil temperature is the same for all windings

•

The difference between the oil temperature adjacent to the top of
the winding and that adjacent to the bottom of the winding is the
same for all windings.

•

There is a linear increase in oil temperature up the winding.

•

The temperature rise of copper at any position up the winding is
equal to the oil temperature at that position plus a constant value.
The constant value is equal to the gradient between the average oil
and average winding temperatures.

•

The winding hot-spot temperature rise is higher than the temperature
rise of the top winding. To account for this difference, a factor H is
used to increase the temperature of the top winding. H is related to
the gradient between the average oil and average winding
temperatures.

The model is based on the fact that an increase in the loading current of the
transformer will result in an increase in the losses within the device and
20

thus an increase in the overall temperature. The temperature change
depends on the overall thermal time constant of the transformer, which
depends on the heat capacity of the transformer.

4.2 Accuracy of traditional thermal models
Reference [30] shows that the basic transformer thermal model, as used in
the IEEE guide does not adequately account for daily variations in ambient
temperature. (This paper proposed a modification which predicts top oil
temperature and can be implemented in an on-line system.)
It has been shown that field experience demonstrates that the basic thermal
model does not accurately reflect the practical reality [31]. Implicit in the
IEEE model is the assumption that all changes in the top oil temperature are
caused by changes in the load current. However this does not take into
account other factors in changing temperature such as fluctuating ambient
temperature. The ambient temperature varies on a daily basis, while the
thermal time constant of a large transformer can be of the order of a
number of hours. This means that the temperature of the transformer will
naturally lag the daily ambient temperature cycle.
This means that, even where the loading is constant, the top-oil
temperature rise over ambient will not be. This effect is not accounted for
by the basic thermal models, but is significant for a transformer which
operates under variable ambient conditions.
As a function of time the temperature change is modelled as a 1st order
exponential response from the initial temperature state to the final
temperature state:

    

1


 

 

Where θo is the top oil temperature rise over ambient temperature, θu and
θi are the final and the initial temperature rises, To is the thermal time
constant, and t is the reference time.
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This equation is the solution to the first order differential equation:

In the IEEE model the final temperature rise depends on the loading and is
approximated by:

   1
   
1



Where θfl is the full load top oil temperature rise over ambient and R is the
ratio of load loss at rated load to no-load loss. K is the ratio of the specified
load to the rated load [30].
Lesieutre et al [30] present a modification to the model by changing the
differential equation as follows to include ambient temperature:

This modified model shows improved correlation between measured and
predicted values, as seen in the following graphs:
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Figure 5: Measured and predicted top-oil temperature using IEEE model; [30]

Figure 6: Measured and predicted top-oil temperature using modified model; [30]
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4.3 Further Analysis of Traditional Models
Assuncao (2005) [29] points out that the methodology proposed in Annex G
of the IEEE standard C57.91 [21], based on Pierce research [32], relies on
the transformers construction characteristics such as winding time constant,
oil time constant, oil volume, weight of the tank, core and winding, as well
as depending on the ambient temperature and transformer loading. The
paper states that many errors are possible in the final calculations due to
poor data as in practice many of these parameters are not measured or are
measured inaccurately.
Tylavsky et al [33] highlights the fact that in practice the average ambient
temperature is not generally measured at places that correspond to actual
operating conditions of the transformers which depending on the place
chosen for the ambient temperature measurement, can introduce errors of
up to 10⁰C.
The traditional IEEE approach to hot-spot temperature calculation uses a
number of assumptions which are questionable:
• Oil temperature in the cooling duct is assumed to be the same as the top
oil temperature
• The change in winding resistance with temperature is neglected
• The change in oil viscosity with temperature is neglected
• The effect of tap position is neglected
• The variation of ambient temperature is assumed to have an immediate
effect on oil temperature.
Moreover, experimental work, as outlined in [25], has shown that at the
onset of a sudden overload oil inertia induces a rapid rise of oil temperature
in the winding cooling ducts that is not reflected by the top oil temperature
in the tank.
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4.4 Other thermal modelling methods
In light of these issues [29] presented two methods using artificial neural
networks (ANN) and the least squares-support vector machines (LS-SVM)
which are shown to be more accurate than the IEEE method in certain cases.

Figure 7: Actual and estimated values of top oil temperature (TOT) using IEEE model with
prediction error; [29]
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Figure 8: Actual and estimated top oil temperature (TOT) with prediction error using recurrent
LS-SVM model; [29]

The ANN can be used due to its learning capacity in modelling complex
databases and non-linearity. The ANN is submitted to a training process
from real cases and then handles the new supplied date. The Support Vector
Machine (SVM) has been proposed as a new and promising technique for
classification and regression of linear and non-linear systems. It is noted
that these modelling methods require a sufficient amount of measurement
data as well as a good deal of experience in training the models, and they
may require a large amount of CPU time.
Elmoudi et al (2006) presented a dynamic model - for use in an on-line
monitoring and diagnostic system [20]. This model calculates the real time
top oil and hot spot temperatures with the use of a simple equivalent
circuit, based on the fundamental heat transfer theory.
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Figure 9: Simplified diagram of the thermal model; [20]

Figure 10: Block diagram of the hot spot model; [20]

Sensors are required on the transformer to provide real time data which can
then be used to calculate the top oil temperature and the hot-spot
temperature. The model showed good results. It is noted that different
models are required for the situations where the fan is on or off (OFAN or
OFAF), and that it is essential to estimate the model parameters for
different cooler operating conditions.
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Figure 11: Measured and predicted top oil temperature (TOT); [20]

Figure 12: Winding temperature indicator (WTI) measured and predicted hot spot temperatures;
[20]
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Ghareh and Sepahi (2008) [34] present a simple equivalent circuit model
based on parameters calculated from the manufacturers data sheet. The
paper showed good results for small transformers, e.g. 7KVA, however no
investigation of larger transformers is shown.
Swift, Molinski & Weekes (2004) [31], [35] used an algorithm based on the
IEEE C57.91 guide, but differed in the representation of the effect of the
ambient temperature on the hot spot. The IEEE guide assumes that, for
ambient temperatures that increase during the load cycle, the
instantaneous ambient should be used, while for decreasing ambient
temperatures, the maximum ambient during a long cycle of about 12 hours
should be used, which is a conservative estimate. This paper uses an
algorithm which calculates the time-varying ambient effect on the hot spot
as well as on the top oil. A block diagram of the algorithm used is shown in
the following figure:

Figure 13: Block Diagram of Hot Spot Temperature Algorithm; [7]
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As seen in the following figure this model shows extremely good correlation
with the measured hot spot temperature. What is also very noteworthy is
the difference between this model and the IEEE version, which predicts
temperatures greater than 20 degrees in excess of the measured values.
This supports the view that the traditional thermal models are overly
conservative.

Figure 14: Results of Thermal modelling of hot spot; [7]

The top curve in the above figure shows the theoretical hot spot (IEEE
model), the predicted results from the modified model are the next curve
down which overlaps with the hot spot temperature measured with a fibre
30

optic probe. The top oil temperature is the next curve and it is notable that
there is little variation of this parameter as the load changes. The ambient
temperature is also shown, with expected daytime peaks, and the
fluctuating load is the final curve and has its own axis on the right-hand side
in MVA. Loss of insulation life begins at >140°C.

4.5 Comparison of modelling methods
In their 2007 paper, Jauregui -Rivera & Tylavsky (2007) [36] compared the
method from Lesieutre [30] (denoted as the LTOP method) with the IEEE
C57.91 method (denoted as the NTOP method) and with models presented
by Susa et al [3, 37] and Swift et al [35] The data used is the top-oil
temperature, load and ambient temperature. The investigation shows that
the IEEE standard model is unacceptable in all cases, while none of the
models accurately represents the no-oil-forced-air (NOFA) transformers.
This paper concludes that the NTOP method is not adequate for either
forced oil-forced air (FOFA) or no oil-forced air transformers (NOFA); the
LTOP method is suitable for FOFA cooling but not for NOFA; while the Susa
and Swift models may be acceptable for FOFA and NOFA cooling, but larger
data sets were required to be sure about this conclusion.

4.6 Measurement of transformer internal temperatures
[31] examined the effects of overloading transformers beyond the
continuous rating of 140MVA loading at 25⁰C ambient and 140⁰C at the hot
spot, as recommended by the manufacturer. Based on experience it was felt
that these ratings could be exceeded safely. Heat run tests were performed
at a number of different levels:
•

150 MVA for 8 hours at ambient temperature of 25⁰C.
o The fibre optic sensors showed a maximum of 100⁰C at the end
of the heat run.
o As no furans were detected in the oil, it was concluded that
the manufacturer’s recommendation was overly pessimistic.
o Measureable production of furans begins at 130⁰C with the
production rate increasing by a factor of 100 at 150⁰C.
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•

175 MVA for 8 hours at an ambient temperature of -8⁰C
o The expected hot spot temperatures of 158⁰C were not
reached
o A maximum hot spot temperature of 101⁰C was recorded.
o It was concluded that operation of the transformer at these
levels was safe.

•

163 MVA load at 30⁰C ambient temperature
o The expected hot spot temperature was 178⁰C
o The highest temperature recorded was 109⁰C
o The absence of furans in the oil confirmed the hottest spot
must have been less than 140⁰C.

A mathematical model was developed based on the final heat run test,
which assumed that the hot spot temperature in the test was actually 140⁰C
(i.e. a conservative assumption. Based on this model transient overload
tables were developed. The units of the ratings in the table are in MVA.

Table 1: Transient overload table generated by thermal model; [31]

Bérubé, Aubin & McDermid [25] state that the loading capability of power
transformers is limited mainly by winding temperature. During
manufacturing of transformers the temperature rise test is used to show
that at full load and rated ambient temperature the average winding
temperature will not exceed the industry standard limits. However the
winding temperature is not uniform and the real limiting factor is the
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hottest section of the winding, i.e. the winding hot spot. This hot spot is
usually located toward the top of the transformer and is not easily
accessible for measurement. As previously stated the common practice has
been to assess this temperature from a measurement of oil temperature at
the top of the tank with an added value calculated from load current and
winding characteristics.
However this approach is not suitable for frequent overloading. Direct
measurement is advantageous as there can be uncertainty in the modelled
parameters due to uncertain values from the manufacturers as well as
uncertain equations characterising the cooling pattern. Fibre-optic
technology has improved in the past few years to make them robust enough
for use in power transformers and according to [25] they are likely to
become a standard feature in new transformers in the future.
The IEC approach to modelling now incorporates the ‘H’ factor which is a
measure of the average winding to oil gradient versus hot-spot to top oil
gradient. This factor can vary over a wide range depending on transformer
size and design. The dynamic response of the previous calculation method
was not adequate as a sudden increase in load current could cause an
unexpected peak in the hot-spot temperature. So, now an elaborate set of
differential equations is provided which takes account of the winding
thermal time constant, the oil time constant and 3 new constants to
characterise oil flow. Because of the complex nature of the new model, as
well as the uncertainty of values from manufacturers, direct measurement
would provide a welcome level of confidence.
According to [25] Manitoba Hydro has installed fibre optic sensors in to its
transformers over the past decade. Shown below is a comparison of the
predicted hot spot value, based on the IEEE model, with the measured value
and a corrected prediction. The corrected prediction was achieved by
adjusting the rated hot-spot rise, the winding exponent and the winding
thermal time constant to fit the measured values.
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Figure 15: Winding Hot-spot Temperature reading on a 107MVA Transformer; [25]

It can be seen from the figure that there is approximately a 7⁰C difference
between the IEEE model prediction and the measured value at rated load.
This would lead to approximately 14⁰C difference at 150% overloading. By
having an adjusted model, as well as measurements to verify the model, full
advantage of the loading capability can be achieved.
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5 Wind Farm Analysis
5.1 Overview
The results of an operational wind farm were analysed to see how the
temperatures compared with the recommended rating temperatures, and
how the load profile impacted on the functionality of the transformer.
The farm in question is a 9.35MW wind farm which consists of 11 Vestas V52
850kW turbines. The average hub height is 55mtrs. The site has a long term
average wind speed of 8m/s. The grid connection for the site is 38kv and
the site has its own independent lattice weather tower.
The following table shows the load factor for the farm:
Average Load (MW)
Peak Load (MW)
Load Factor

3.59
9.35
0.38

Table 2: Wind Farm Load Factor

5.2 Ambient Temperature
The average ambient temperature is shown in the following table:

Mean
Standard Deviation

Ambient
Temperature
(degrees C)
8.4
4.0

Table 3: Ambient Temperature (2008)

It was decided to look more closely at the air temperatures prevalent at
times when the highest power output occurred. These figures in the
following table indicate that there may be a link between the ambient
temperature and the load:
Ambient
Temperature
(degrees C)
Mean
Standard Deviation

Overall
8.4
4.0

Over 8.5
MW
load
8.0
2.9

Table 4: Ambient temperatures at high power output
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The spread of the ambient temperatures frequency for 2008 is shown in the
following graph:

Temperature Frequency
0.12

Probability

0.1
0.08
0.06

Temperature Frequency

0.04
0.02
0
0

5
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20

25

Temperature (Degrees C)

Figure 16: Ambient Temperature Probability

These ambient temperatures are well below the temperatures at which
transformers are rated at. The IEEE guide [5] indicates that a temperature
of 30⁰C is used for the rating of transformers, which indicates that the
transformer name plate rating underestimates the capability of the
transformer in the present environment.
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5.3 Power Output
The average loads and load factor are as follows:
Average Load (MW)
Peak Load (MW)
Load Factor

3.59
9.35
0.38

Table 5: Wind Farm Load Factor

The operational data and load profile for the wind turbines under
examination are shown in appendix 1.
The output frequency of the farm is shown in the following graph:

Output Frequency
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Figure 17: Wind Farm Power Output Frequency (2008)

It can be seen from the graph that a large proportion of the farms output is
below 8.75MW. The results show that the output exceeded 8.75MW on 7.4%
of the time intervals measured over the course of the year.
The fact that the transformer is often being run well below the maximum
rating lessens the impact on the aging rate of the transformer.
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5.4 Correlation of Wind Speed, Power Output and
Temperature
It is to be expected that in a normal operating wind farm that there should
be a strong correlation between the wind speed and the power output. This
is true of the data examined here, as seen in the following correlation
table, where a figure of 1 indicates perfect correlation, and 0 indicates no
correlation:

Wind Speed
Load

Wind Speed
1
0.94

Load
1

Table 6: Correlation between Wind Speed and Load (2008)

What is of particular interest in the contexts of this paper is whether there
is a correlation between, wind speed and temperature and thus between
wind speed and load. Were this to be the case it would strengthen the
argument that the transformer is being cooled more when it is working
hardest, i.e. during periods of high winds. It was seen earlier in this chapter
that the average ambient temperature appears to be lower at times when
the power output is highest. Upon close examination however this appears
to be an incorrect conclusion.
It can be seen from the following tables, where the correlation figures are
quite low (0.17 and 0.15), that there is no evidence of direct correlation
between wind speed and temperature at this site:

Wind Speed
Temperature

Wind Speed Temperature
1
0.17
1

Table 7: Correlation between Wind Speed and Temperature

Temperature
Load

Temperature
1
0.15

Load
1

Table 8: Correlation between Temperature and Load
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6 Examination of Specific Wind Farm Overloading
Situation
6.1 Background
The wind farm examined in the previous chapter has a total capacity of 9.35
MW and utilises a 12MVA transformer. The farm operates with a required
power factor of 0.92 leading at full active power. This means that the peak
load on the transformer is just over 10MVA, which is well within the
nameplate rating.
The opportunity now exists to add an extra 5.4MW of capacity to the farm,
so the question arises whether the current transformer is capable of
handling the extra load safely or not?
The peak load at 0.92 power factor would be approximately 16MVA,
meaning that a situation with more than 30% overloading could occur,
resulting in hot-spot temperatures which could put considerable strain on
the equipment.

Max Output (MW)
Power Factor
Max. Power (MVA)
Transformer (MVA)

Presently
9.35
0.92
10.16
12

Future
14.75
0.92
16.03
12

Table 9: Wind-farm overloading scenario
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6.2 Operating in a Cold Environment
Perez (2010) [38] gives a description of the different methods of
transformer cooling types. When fans are used to cool down the radiators,
the heat transfer process is improved which can give improved transformer
capacity. According to the ABB Service Handbook for Transformers [39] a
transformer rating of up to 133% of the base rating can be achieved by
adding one stage of fans and up to 167% with two stages.
The benefit of using a transformer in a site exposed to the cooling effects of
the wind, such as a wind farm, is that the wind acts as a natural fan cooling
the transformer more quickly to the ambient temperature.
Humans experience a ‘wind-chill’ effect when exposed to high winds, which
results in us feeling the temperature to be cooler than it actually is.
However there is no equivalent effect in metal objects such as
transformers, which will not reduce below the ambient temperature unless
they are artificially cooled. So while the wind helps to cool the transformer
more quickly, it will not reduce the actual temperature. Thus the ambient
temperature that the transformer operates in is a much more important
factor in an overloading scenario. Of course in this wind farm it is seen that
the ambient temperature is approximately 8⁰C which is much less than the
normal operating temperature of 30⁰C.
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6.3 Transformer Monitoring
Transformer owners make many efforts to monitor the hot spot temperature
to take advantage of cool ambient temperatures, thus extending the
transformer life while providing emergency overloading capabilities, and in
the process saving money by avoiding the cost of a larger transformer
As outlined in [26] transformer life time extension, upgrading and risk
reduction have an immediate effect on the bottom line of utility businesses
and preventative monitoring pays off immediately. This paper looks at the
challenges faced by transformers and substations in optimising their usage
through replacement and refurbishment strategies. The keys to managing a
population of transformers are highlighted as:

• Detection and prevention of incipient faults by monitoring and
supervision.

• Identification of malfunctions by diagnostic evaluation
• Strategic planning for repair and replacement by condition
assessment and fleet screening.
ABB provide a monitoring system called ‘Transformer Electronic Control’
which aims to enable data collection for condition assessment as well as to
detect faults. This system can be used in the three following instances:

• Strategic planning and fleet screening.
• Transformer life extension.
• Supervision of a suspect unit.
A life extension study evaluates the present condition of the transformer
and estimates the remaining life of the insulation based on the likely future
utilisation of the transformer.
Maleewat et al (2007) [40] present an oil immersed transformer
temperature monitoring prototype. It outputs seven segments of data
including top-oil temperature and hot-spot temperature. However these are
calculated based on the IEEE C57.91 standard which, as has been shown, is
not necessarily the best model to use. However the idea behind the
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equipment is good and would be useful in notifying operators of any
potential problems with their equipment.
Khederzadeh (2008) [2] contends that by using temperature rise as the only
index of aging, large errors can be introduced. Similar to the ABB monitoring
of the DP value, Khederzadehs paper recommends monitoring not only the
thermal properties of critical transformers, but also the chemical properties
such as the level of Carbon Oxides, known as furans, as they are a very good
indicator of the extent of normal life lost by a transformer. A modified
thermal aging acceleration factor for prediction of transformer elapsed life
is proposed that is based not only on the hot spot temperature but also on
the chemical parameters such as the level of furans present.
6.3.1 Transformer Overload Early Warning System
Similar to the ABB monitoring system mentioned at the start of this section,
[38] presents a Transformer Overload Early Warning System,(TOEWS) which
can be used to alert operators to potential excessive temperatures. A
screenshot of its interface is shown below:

Figure 18: Transformer Early Warning System (TOEWS) stages; [38]

This system is setup to trip at a hot spot temperature reading of 150⁰C, or
an equivalent loss of life of 3 days. The top graph in the above figure shows
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the load profile of a transformer – which is initially run at 70% of its
nameplate rating for one hour, followed by two hours at 100% of its
nameplate rating, followed by two hours at 130% of its nameplate rating.
The second graph shows that the hot spot temperature reached its 150⁰C
limit after two hours at 130% load, thus triggering a trip. The third graph
shows that the loss of life limit of three days was also exceeded under the
overrating scenario.
The final graph shows the systems early warning feature, which alerts the
operator to an impending breach of the hot spot limit or loss of life settings,
giving a warning 30 min and 15 min before the occurrence of the breach.
This type of early warning system could be invaluable in providing
confidence to substation operators that have transformers which are run at
or above their nameplate rating for certain periods of time.

6.4 Manufacturer Input
When queried on the potential overloading scenario outlined in section 6.1
the transformer manufacturer responded to say that the transformer can be
overloaded, but the maximum up-rating of the transformer in question was
to 15MVA. This could be achieved by the installation of additional fans and
the replacement of resistors in the tap changer.
Further details about the theory and modelling methods using in arriving at
this figure of 15MVA were requested, however the manufacturer has to date
not responded. It is therefore assumed that this analysis is based on the
traditional thermal modelling methods as outlined in chapter 4. Therefore
based on the discussion in that chapter there is a strong case to be made
that this figure does not reflect the actual safe operating limit of the
transformer.
To test this theory it would be necessary to have some further technical
details on the transformer, such as manufacturer heat run tests, as well as
some temperature monitoring data. With this information a thermal model
that predicts the hot-spot temperature under all operating conditions,
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taking into account the cold ambient temperature and cooling effect of
wind could be developed. The only information about the transformer which
was currently available is contained in appendix 2.
In the absence of any real time transformer temperature monitoring data or
further details of the modelling techniques employed by the manufacturer,
it is prudent to follow their advice in this situation. Hence the options which
present themselves to the wind-farm operator are to invest in additional
transformer capacity or to limit the wind farm output to less than the
capacity of 16MVA.
Three scenarios are summarised here:
•

Scenario 1: Use the present transformer with no overrating
o 25% of potential power could be lost

•

Scenario 2: Uprate the present transformer to the manufacturers
proposed 15MVA
o 6.25% of power is potentially foregone in this situation

•

Scenario 3: Utilise the full potential power of the expanded farm,
either by overrating the present transformer, or by replacing it with a
transformer with a larger capacity.
o In this scenario all potential power from the farm is captured
o An additional cost is likely to be incurred in either overrating
the present transformer or in replacing it.
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Present Transformer Rating (MVA)
Proposed Max. Farm Power Output (MVA)

12
16

Scenario 1 - Use Present Transformer (12MVA)
Transformer Rating (MVA)
12
% Power Limited
25.00%
Max. Power Output (MW) - Present
9.35
Max. Power Output (MW) - If Limited
7.01
Scenario 2 - Uprate Transformer to 15MVA
Transformer Rating (MVA)
15
% Power Limited
6.25%
Max. Power Output (MW) - Present
9.35
Max. Power Output (MW) - If Limited
8.77
Scenario 3 - Uprate Transformer to 16MVA
Transformer Rating (MVA)
16
% Power Limited
0.00%
Max. Power Output (MW) - Present
9.35
Max. Power Output (MW) - If Limited
9.35
Table 10: Options for expanded wind farm

To determine which of these solutions is preferable; a cost benefit analysis
will be undertaken in the following section.
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6.5 Economics
6.5.1 Economics of overrating and monitoring
The risks associated with overloading can be minimised by monitoring the
transformer conditions during the overload period. Monitoring of winding
hot-spot temperature and the levels of furans in oil can give an operator a
great deal of information about the operating level of the transformer. This
information can be converted into an estimation of insulation loss of life,
and this loss of life can in turn be converted into a cost element, which can
then be compared with the cost benefit of overloading the transformer in
question, leading to a reasoned decision about the benefit or otherwise of
overloading.
Berube et al [25] used some approximate figures to attempt to quantify the
economic benefits of using a monitoring system while overloading a
transformer. The analysis is shown below and assumes a 100MVA transformer
carrying a 10% overload for 5% of the time, when the market conditions are
attractive. The calculations are as follows:

Figure 19: Calculation of monetary benefit of overloading; [25]
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6.5.2 Cost Benefit Analysis of new transformer
A cost benefit analysis is presented to examine whether it is better to use
the present transformer under a limited output or to incur the costs of
purchasing a new transformer thus maximising potential income, or to use a
monitoring system. The three scenarios to be examined and compared are:
1. The present transformer is over-rated to a maximum value of 15MVA,
thus limiting the potential income from the farm.
2. A new transformer is purchased, thus maximising the farm output and
future income.
3. The present transformer is over-rated to a maximum value of 15MVA
for the first year. Also a monitoring system is installed to ensure the
continued safe operation of the transformer. The monitoring system
will also feedback data which can be used to decide whether the
present transformer is able to handle the peak overload of 16MVA. In
this scenario it is assumed that the present transformer will be able
to handle the full overload after 1 year of monitoring.
The costs and benefits of each scenario are outlined below. In order to
examine the situation where the future output would be limited to 15MVA
rather than the potential 16MVA, we will extrapolate from the current data.
That is, we will examine how frequently an equivalent limiting of output
would affect the wind farm presently. The equivalent reduction below max
output would be 8.75MW (minus 6.4%), and a loading above this value
presently occurs on 7.4% of the time intervals measured over the course of a
year.

Maximum load (MW)
Limited load (MW)
Percentage reduction
Time spent above limited load (%)
Time spent above limited load (hrs)
Potential sacrificed power (MW)

Presently
9.35
8.75
6.4%

Future
14.75
13.8
6.4%

7.4%
648
0.6

0.95

Table 11: Potential power reduction

The costs and benefits of installing a new transformer are outlined below:
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Benefit of utilising full possible farm rating of 16MVA
1: Potential extra power (MW)
2: Operational hours per day (hours)
3: Price per MWhr (€)
4: Percentage time that extra power available
Benefit per day of utiliising full farm rating (€) (1x2x3x4)
Benefit per full year of utilising full farm rating (€)

0.95
24
70
7.4%
€118
€43,108

Table 12: Benefit of utilising full possible farm rating

Farm Downtime costs - during upgrading of transformer
Farm Capacity (MW)
Hours
Price per MWhr (€)
Capacity Factor
Days
Total Cost of Downtime

9.35
24
70
0.3
14
€65,974

Table 13: Farm downtime costs

Costs of installing a new 16MVA transformer
New Transformer
Bus Bar Uprating
Cabling
Farm Downtime - 14 days
Total

€250,000
€30,000
€20,000
€66,000
€366,000

Table 14: Costs of installing a new transformer
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The cost-benefit analysis of installing a new transformer (scenario 2) is
outlined in the following chart
Undiscounted Flows

Fiscal
Year Costs
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029

Benefits

€366,000
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0

€41,455
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108

Net Cash
Flow
-€324,545
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108

Discounted Flows

Year
Index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Discount
Factor
Costs
1.0000
0.9346
0.8734
0.8163
0.7629
0.7130
0.6663
0.6227
0.5820
0.5439
0.5083
0.4751
0.4440
0.4150
0.3878
0.3624
0.3387
0.3166
0.2959
0.2765

€366,000
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0
€0

Benefits

€41,455
€40,288
€37,652
€35,189
€32,887
€30,735
€28,725
€26,845
€25,089
€23,448
€21,914
€20,480
€19,140
€17,888
€16,718
€15,624
€14,602
€13,647
€12,754
€11,920

Net

€324,545
€40,288
€37,652
€35,189
€32,887
€30,735
€28,725
€26,845
€25,089
€23,448
€21,914
€20,480
€19,140
€17,888
€16,718
€15,624
€14,602
€13,647
€12,754
€11,920

Discount Factors

Discount Base
Rate
Year
7.0%
2010

Net
Internal
Present
Rate of
Value
Return
€121,002
12%

Table 15: Cost benefit analysis of purchasing a new transformer

If the benefits can be assumed to be constant for a period of 20 years, then
the net present value of the return on the investment (i.e. the amount of
cash in hand that the project would be equivalent to right now) would be
€121,000 and the internal rate of return would be 12% (i.e. the rate of
return required from a bank or other investment to match the return on this
investment). These figures are dependent on the cost of money to the
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Cumulative

-€324,545
-€284,257
-€246,605
-€211,416
-€178,529
-€147,794
-€119,069
-€92,224
-€67,134
-€43,686
-€21,772
-€1,292
€17,848
€35,737
€52,455
€68,079
€82,681
€96,328
€109,082
€121,002

investor, i.e. the interest rate, which is estimated at 7% here. The higher
the interest rate, the less financially viable the project is.
Based on the figures presented here, it is certainly worthwhile to upgrade
the transformer to handle the full farm rating. (i.e. scenario 2 is better than
scenario 1).
6.5.3 Cost Benefit Analysis of installing a monitoring system on the
present transformer
It is also worthwhile examining the cost benefit of installing a monitoring
system. If the monitoring system could confirm that the present transformer
was capable of handling the full load, then it may be possible to save the
cost of a new transformer. In this case the overall benefit will be reduced as
the full rating of the farm will not be used for at least the first year while
data is being gathered. An annual operating cost is approximated here,
which would cover monitoring system servicing as well as man-hours needed
to operate the system.
Costs of installing a monitoring system
Approximate Costs of monitoring system
Farm Downtime - 7 days
Total
Annual Operation and Maintenance

€30,000
€33,000
€63,000
€10,000

Table 16: Costs of installing a monitoring system
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Undiscounted Flows

Fiscal
Year
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027
2028
2029
2030

Costs

€63,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000
€10,000

Benefits
€0
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108
€43,108

Net Cash
Flow
-€63,000
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108
€53,108

Discounted Flows

Year
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Discount
Factor
0.9346
0.8734
0.8163
0.7629
0.7130
0.6663
0.6227
0.5820
0.5439
0.5083
0.4751
0.4440
0.4150
0.3878
0.3624
0.3387
0.3166
0.2959
0.2765
0.2584

Costs

€58,879
€8,734
€8,163
€7,629
€7,130
€6,663
€6,227
€5,820
€5,439
€5,083
€4,751
€4,440
€4,150
€3,878
€3,624
€3,387
€3,166
€2,959
€2,765
€2,584

Benefits

Net

€0
€37,652
€35,189
€32,887
€30,735
€28,725
€26,845
€25,089
€23,448
€21,914
€20,480
€19,140
€17,888
€16,718
€15,624
€14,602
€13,647
€12,754
€11,920
€11,140

€58,879
€46,387
€43,352
€40,516
€37,865
€35,388
€33,073
€30,909
€28,887
€26,997
€25,231
€23,581
€22,038
€20,596
€19,249
€17,990
€16,813
€15,713
€14,685
€13,724

Discount Factors

Discount Base
Rate
Year
7.0%
2010

Net
Present
Value
€485,903

Internal Rate of
Return
84%

Table 17: Cost benefit analysis of installing a monitoring system

These figures show that there is potentially a large financial benefit to be
gained by installing a monitoring system instead of a new transformer, with
a net present value of €485,903 and an internal rate of return of 84%.
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Cumulative

-€58,879
-€12,492
€30,860
€71,376
€109,241
€144,629
€177,702
€208,612
€237,499
€264,496
€289,727
€313,308
€335,346
€355,942
€375,191
€393,180
€409,993
€425,706
€440,391
€454,115

These figures assume that the measured data will indicate that the present
transformer will function adequately with the peak overload of 16MVA which
is likely given the research presented earlier in this report. If the data
doesn’t support this scenario, then the option still remains to install a new
transformer. In this event a single year’s revenue of ~ €43,000 could be lost,
while there is a potential gain of €360,000 (NPV of €485,000 – NPV of
€121,000) if the transformer does not have to be replaced.
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6.6 Overloading scenario conclusion
Based on the evidence available it is reasonable to conclude that it will be
possible to overload the transformer in question beyond its nameplate rating
of 12MVA. This has been confirmed by the manufacturers who suggested a
figure of 15MVA as a safe operating point. There is not enough data
available to definitively conclude whether the target maximum of 16MVA
would result in excessive loss of life, or in equipment failure; however based
on the research into this area it is possible to give some advice on the topic
and say that it is highly likely that the transformer can indeed be
overloaded to the new rating for short periods of time.
This advice is based on the estimates given by the transformer
manufacturer, as well as the evidence that the traditional thermal models
overestimate the hot-spot temperatures, thus underestimating the
transformer rating potential. Along with the fact that the load profile shows
that the farm will only operate at the maximum load for short periods of
time, the existing transformer should be capable of handling the new peak
load for certain periods. However it is imperative, should this transformer
be utilised in this manner, that appropriate monitoring of the transformer
be undertaken, to ensure that the temperature limits are not exceeded,
which could result in a very costly failure of the equipment.
There is also a strong likelihood that the farm will need to be operated at
less than its new maximum output at certain times to maintain the
transformer temperature within the safe limits. The lost revenue from this
course of action should be more than balanced out by the savings made by
not purchasing a new transformer.
The recommended course of action in relation to this transformer is to,
initially at least, limit the wind farm output to less than 15MVA, and to use
one of the monitoring systems mentioned in the text to monitor the
performance and collect temperature data. Ideally the monitoring system
should record the levels of furans in the oil, as well as temperature. When
enough data is collected, e.g. over a typical year, it will be possible to
construct a thermal model which will give more confidence about whether
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overrating to 16MVA would be possible without affecting the lifetime of the
transformer.

6.7 Future Work
As mentioned in the earlier section measurements should be taken of the
transformer in operation at and above the rated load, over the course of a
year. Ideally hot-spot measurements would be taken, but if this is not
possible, at least top oil temperatures should be measured. A thermal
model based on [20], [29] or [37] could then be implemented to predict the
hot spot temperature.
This data can then be used to decide the actual safe overload operating
limits of the transformer.
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7 Conclusion
The research question asked whether it was possible to overload a
transformer beyond its nameplate rating under certain conditions in a wind
farm environment.
It is clear from the research discussed throughout the paper that there is
indeed a well established scope for over rating of transformers beyond their
name-plate ratings in wind farm environments in particular.
It has been shown that the thermal models utilised by the IEC and IEEE can
be overly cautious and restrictive in their approaches and are thus likely to
underestimate the capability of a transformer to withstand overloading
profiles under certain conditions.
Further models have been developed and discussed here, which have shown
closer correlation to the measured top-oil and hot-spot temperatures of
transformers. Some of these models are derived from the traditional models
with more of an emphasis being placed on the ambient conditions, while
others are based on training neural networks to predict future performance
based on historical measurements.
It is also clear from the analysis of the measurements taken from a wind
farm that the wind farm environment is quite different from the conditions
specified by transformer manufactures in specifying the name-plate rating
of their transformers. Ambient temperatures on wind farms located in
Ireland are likely to have ambient temperatures of at least 10 to 15⁰C less
than the rated conditions, as well as the benefit of increased cooling rates
from the wind flow.
In the case of the specific overloading situation examined in this project, it
is true to say that the transformer can be overloaded beyond its nameplate
rating of 12MVA. There is not enough data available to definitively conclude
whether the transformer could be safely operated at the potential maximum
load of 16MVA, so it would be advisable to operate at the manufacturer
recommended limit of 15MVA, while monitoring the top oil temperature.
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Depending on the measurement data it may be possible to further overload
the transformer in the future.
Thus it is reasonable to conclude that there is indeed scope for overrating
transformers beyond their name-plate rating in a wind farm environment
due to the prevailing low ambient temperatures and cooling effects of the
wind. However great care must be taken to ensure that the transformer is
not overheated excessively, and to this end it is advisable to utilise real
time monitoring of the transformer top oil temperature to give an early
warning of any potential problems.
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Appendix 1
Wind Turbine Operational Data
Operational Data
Cut-in wind speed
4m/s
Nominal Wind Speed 16m/s
Maximum Wind Speed 25m/s
Table 18: Wind Turbine Operational Data

Figure 20: Wind Turbine Power Curve
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Appendix 2
Transformer Technical Data

Transformer Test Certificate
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